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EXECUTIVE VERSION

BRAZILIAN-ARGENTINE RELATIONS IN THE 1980S:

FROM WARY RIVALRY TOWARD FRIENDLY COMPETITION

Since 1979, Brazil and Argentine have steadily softened the tone of their

I traditional rivalry and set up mechanisms for cooperation. Both perceive that

accumulated small grievances could cause major point* of attrition, sapping more

important efforts. Democratization is now a key element in the betterment of

relations, as are common economic pressures.

All sense of competition will not be removed, however, nor will an entente

cordiale or a joint hegemony emerge. Most likely in 1985-86 is friendly

I competition with mild signs of economic interdependence (75% probability). The

1987-89 period should see a cooperative tone with subdued competition (65%

probability), unless poor management of the rivalry-driven drift toward the

nuclear-weapons threshold causes an upsurge in tensions (25% prob&bility).

"American policy and interests in the region will be affected mainly in

political and security aspects. The chief challenge will be the enhanced local

. political conditions and mounting technical need to address the nuclear

proliferation threat with confidence-building measures before the threshold is

inadvertently crossed. Both countries will revise thtiir 9A(slurity doctrines and

pursue more independent foreign policies, offering changing opportunities for

American cooperation.

Successful economic cooperation under democracy will give both partners a

bit sr'e..utrzr)y it_ relations with the U.S. and increase the potential for
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evolutionary political change and economic cooperation in the whole Southern

Cone. Slightly greater competition for American business interests may result.

The weight of the foreign debts is a political issue and a principal

impediment to constructive local cooperation. Milder debt repayment terms would

have positive internal and international consequences. -The biggest downside W

economic risk, unlikely at present, is that, should Brazil and Argentina succeed

together in dictating repayment terms, other debtors would probably follow suit.
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KEY JUDGMENTS

Events since 1979 have steadily softened the long-dominant tone of rivalry

in Brazilian-Argentine relations, created mutual confidence, and set up

institutional mechanisms for greater cooperation. This understanding is

attributable to a pragmatic perception in both capitals that accumulated small

grievances could mount into major points of attrition sapping more important

efforts. Relations are now being defined mor6 in terms of opportunities than of

controversies. Excellent diplomatic relations are being extended into other

sectors of activity. Yet all sense of competition will not be removed nor will

an entente cordialeor a Joint hegemony develop to be the mainspring of foreign

policy for either country.

Continued success of democratization will encourage more cooperation.

Joint action on foreign debt issues will be more implicit than explicit, unless

creditors become unyielding in the face of a serious worsening of ability to pay

which threatens internal stability. Economic cooperation, mainly in trade, will

be the chief result of the bilateral approxiiation. Security antagonisms hav"

been greatly reduced, but close security cooperation is unlikely. The greatest

security danger ahead is an inadvertent drift toward the nuclear threshold as a

spinoff of the two civilian programs.
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The most likely state of the relationship in 1985-86 is friendly competi-

tion with mild signs of economic interdependence (75% probability). Major

formative factors beyond 1986 include degree of mutual economic benefits, status

of foreign debt terms, economic health, viability of countertrade, inward vs.

outward orientations, internal stability, regime compatibility, comparative

"advantage, political status of neighbors, and status of nuclear development

programs. Most likely in 1987-89 is continuation of an essentially cooperative

tone with subdued competition (65% probability), unless poor management of the

nuclear issue causes an upsurge in tensions (25% probability).

American policy will be affected chiefly by somewhat greater autonomy of

the partners, the increased potential for evolutionary political change and

economic cooperation in the Southern Cone, the weight of the foreign debts as an

impediment to constructive local cooperation, slightly greater economic

competition, revision of local security doctrines, and the enhanced conditions

and need for managing the nuclear proliferation issue.

I. POLITICAL RELATIONS: CURRENT DYNAMICS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

CURRENT POLITICAL DYNAMICS

For many Argentines the main point of .uneasine'ss toward Brazil has been a

sense of frustration in failure to achieve a supposedly destined clear primacy L
within South America. Argentina's vacillation, developmental difficulties, and - .

internal divisions since 1930, after decades of impressive economic and

political progress, contrast with more stable Brazil's steady population and .

economic growth and increasing global significance, however troubled. The

Argentine elite's sense of cultural and racial superiority toward a much larger

and racially -. ixed Brazil further aggravated specific disputes arising from

typical trade, regime, border, or sphere of influence differences. An Argentine

.' .
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penchant for casting international relations into zero-sum geopolitical

frameworks, evident particularly in military thinking, posited tensions and cast

Brazil into the role of a successful expansionist power pressing against a weak

and indecisive Argentina.

Brasilia regards Argentina as its most important Latin American partner by

far and one of its rather few foreign policy partners with which relations must

be carefully managed. In the worst Brazilian stereotypes, Argentina is seen as

a bad example of political instability, haughtiness, social indiscipline,

military cruelty, organizational weakness, economic stagnation, and unruly

labor.

Armchair strategic analysis aside, Brazil has been careful that its

initiatives, such as the Amazon Basin Pact, do not take on an anti-Argentine

cast. Argentina has value as an economic partner and as a key to relations with

South America, but it can also play a "spoiler" political role. For this

reason, good or at least acceptable relations with Argentina are an important

ongoing priority for Brazil, in part to free attention for more important

questions and partners. The impetus toward better relations can be traced to

1976, when a feeling took hold in Buenos Aires that continued competition would

automatically relegate Argentina to loser's status. The mutually satisfactory

settlement in 11T9 of the Itaipu Dam controversy over shared water resources was

the first major result of closer relations.

The 1982 Falxclands conflict and its aftermath actually accelerated the

cooperative trend. Brazil's position during the conflict and afterwards was, on 1
balance, well-received by the Argentines. The Falklands defeat and the wounding

of Argentina's Western self-image generated an introspective rethinkinC of..

premises. Subsequent progress on the settlement of the Beagle Cbanne. dispute

with Chile eased the Argentine feeling of "encirclement" and lessened pre-

I-..



occupation with a long-standing focus on a conflictful issue. The gathering

speed of Brazil's political liberalization and general acceptance of its nascent

"- role on the continent as a cooperative one further heightened its attractiveness

as a partner.

For Brasilia, the Argentine invasion of the Falklands both rekindlAod

stereotypes about Argentine volatility and underlined the necessity of

encouraging cooperative rather than conflictful international relations in South

America. The Foreign Ministry's accomodationist view prevailed that adroit

diplomacy and preventive maintenance were th.e best way to assure that, at worst,

Buenos Aires could come to represent an annoyance because of erratic behavior

rather than a threat because of armed hostility directed toward Brazil, caused

in part by an upsurge in Brazilian military preparedness.

In consonaice with Brazil's characteristic pro-stability orientation in

South America, it is in Brazil's interest that Argentina be neither unstable

politically on one hand, nor seized by an ebullient and rash nationalism, on the

other. Increased attention to the quality of the relationship was the outcome,

to move even further away from confrontation and to head off problems

"technically" well before they peak politically.

FUTURE POLITICAL PROSPECTS

A Situation of Ambiguity

The supposition of an overarching and permanent rivalry has given way to a

more reasonable, problem-solving attitude which extends to both bilateral

relations and exchange of analysis of regional and global issues. What remains

is to give practical consequence to the change in perceptions. Most Argentines,

hcwever reluctantlv, have apparently accepted that, on the whole, Brazil is

economically more adivanced and will continue to outpace their country. Brazil

is seen much sore as a source of options tnan as a threat. Yet many Aregentines
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have not yet given up a somewhat fanciful idea that somehow their country can

maintain some kind of rough "parity" of capabilities with Brazil. Nor have the

negative stereotypes been completely abandoned on either side. but.neither

"" There ae no important conflicts between the two states now, but neither

has their mutual awareness been raised sufficiently to produce the level of more

intense cooperation which an objective examination might find possible. Neither

country wishes to be led by the other, yet Argentina will have to take Brazilian

views more seriously as the years go by. Both countries continue to look inward

or elsewhere first for their needs rather than to each other, at both the

governmental and Drivate sector levels. The tentative nature of the emerging

political institutions and domestic economic restructuring on both sides will

demand much immediate attention of the governments and will make unlikely in the

near term the undertaking of major departures beyond trade intensification.

Central to the future of the relationship is the Brazilian government's

recent acceptance of the policy relevance of the fact that the country is the

predominant power on the continent and that it is slowly expanding a more

tangible stake in what happens there. One of its premises is that attention

should be drawn from territorial disputes to developmental issues. Brazil's

interest will move into cautious, modest, and almost reluctant action, if the

government believes that the chances for success are good. Brazil stands to

gain from a cooperative, economically healthy South America, and prerequisite to

such a future are cooperative relations with Argentina.

Political Conditions in the Short Run (1985-86)

Recent democratization in both countries has been a crucial element for

political understanding. Assuming a Raul Alfons-n government in Buenos Aires

and a Tancredo N•eves gove rnment in Brasilia, the approxination is vern unlikely

to reverse.



There will be few direct effects between the two countries in the process -.

of redemocratization, including in the treatment of the military, because each

process is autonomous. Yet a power of example, of encouragement or

discouragement, will be present. Old gibes and distrust will tend to decline

slowly, and a sense of friendly competition (as contrasted to the former wary

rivalry) will emerge. Brazil will remain more a potential target of Argentine

dissatisf actions than the other way around. Continued success of these two

democracies and the strength of their relationship will encourage moderation and .
I.

evolutionary change in the Soutrhern Cone.

Resolution of the debt burden will be the priority item on the agenda of

each, with high probability of a "political" approach. Possibilities are good .

for continued joint or simultaneous pressure on creditors for options sucl. as

interest rate stabilization, an interest rate ceiling, or payments limited to a

percentage of export earni-ngs, i the name of social obligations and

preservation of fragile democracies. Most probable at first is a common

political statement in a spirit of compromise (yet also warning) to create

systemic conditions for more favorable but separate renegotiations. Also likely

is continuation of the alternating approach of bargaining for better terms from

zreditors, based on concessions won earlier by the other side.

:ormation of a more radical 'debtOrs' cartel" for a broader and more

in,-sistent united front is likely only as a last resort if payment conditions

'become exceedingly burdensome. A serious worsening of Latin American ability to

,ay, causing a serious constriction of economic "breathing space" with

socio-political consequences, could well overcome Brazil's reluctance, given its

own situation, its growing identification with Latin America, and its present

6 ant.n future economic and political-securit' stake in the region's stability and

.rowt. Should. the crediors refuse to recognize in Practical. terms the

-. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...- . , . N -. "::



ultimately unpayable nature of the debts under any conceivable circumstances,

the threat of a Joint rupture with past agreements, in order to force new

parameters and relieve pressures, could seem less damaging to the two

cooperatLng national economies than continuation of a massive anti-

growth capital outflow with constrictive economic policies and social

disruption.

Political Conditions in the Mediur Run (1987-89)

Most important among factors for progress are the success of the two new

democracies and the institutionalization of cooperation. The course of the debt

issue wi]l probably be the single most important overriding outside factor,

because that affects many other economic and political variables. The quality

of the bilateral relationship can have major effects on tension levels in South

America, and particularly in the Southern Cone.

For conjectural purposes, potential major political trends can be divided

into those tending to strengthen the linkage and those tending to strain it,

ranked in rough descending order of probability.

Potential ?olitical Trends Strengthening the Linkage

1. Continued stable civilian government on both sides, with
developmentalist and outward-looking policies.

2. Continued development of the socio-ecotiomic concept of national
security, as contrasted with a national defense concept.

3. Settlement of Argentine territorial disputes with Chile and at least
attenuation of the Falklands controversy.

4. An easing of the debt payment terms for both countries, but
partizularly for Argentina.

5. Deeper private sector ties.
6. Continued acceptable progress in joint projects, such as water

resources projects in the River Plate Basin.
7. A deteriorization of debt payment terms and the economies to the joint

at which a confrontational stance toward the creditors and a great
joint economic effort seem the only way out.

?ctential Political Trends Straining the Linkage
i. Argentine instability, or return to power there of the ?eronists or

r-ght-wing military sectors.



2. Rapid Brazilian g-rowth concommitant with Argentine stagnation or
regression, clearly destroying the notion of "parity" still held by -
sore natioralistic Argentines.

3. Revival of geopolitical views in either country, but particularly
Argentina.
4Worsening of the debt payment situation for either country, but only to
the point where it dor-inates foreign policy and cripples new departures
sucn as 'o:n.-t action ;owarcs oreditors.

5. A strong American preference toward either country, but especially
Brazil, and -articularly in Ji i tary or nuclear technologj =atters.

6. Argentine obsession with the Falklands controversy or border questions
with Chile.

"i. Great surge in Brazilian influence or the continent, especially in the
Southern C one and if done in a flambouyant manner. (?araguay is the
most likely case in point.)

8. Level of political uncertainty within Brazil high enough to cause
national introversion and anxiety about domestic power distribution.

!I. ECO.CM..... RELATIONS: CURRENT DYNAMICS AND FUJTURE PROSPECTS

CURR\NT ECCN-=;2C _YNAMICS

-he :easure cf tne -ual'y; cf the relaticnsh-.r will be its econcmic

results, ;articularly in tr-ade, technology, and possibly mutually reinforcing

actions on the foreign debt. Stubborn structural problems have inhibited

fu-rther ir-zediate progress, but recent major governmental agreements may signal

an i:minent turning poirnt toward a degree of Lnterdependence.
Trace •"

The trade t-urnover between Brazil and Argentina has been erratic over the

".ast decade because cf low levels of mutual attention and trade policies

i....eacing less than .1 b.illon total by

-:t soshot :9 to nearly b2 bilion "y '980, heavily as a result of Brazil~ar.

:response to the later-discredited pro-import and free-trade economic policies of
.1@

Argentine 7conoc:" >!inister Jose' Martfneo de Hoz. When the exchange rate

incentive was remcved, recession and import restrictions on both sides, as well

as -e :a:l.nds cor.flict, cut thq trade to nearly half within tlree --ears.

Argentinýa's exports are d-;i-all: dcmi nated by raw materials, while

Brazil's are ýcn;csed larzely of 7anufact.;re goods. •razil has had :ro'e~ s

. . .. . . ..
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finding commodities to buy in large quantity from Argentina, short of

rediversion of sourcing from traditional suppliers. Brazil's internal sourcing

and import substitution policies may just aggravate this problem as its economy

continues to be reprofiled. The most obvious substitution possible is in wheat,

in which Brazil can shift sizable purchases from the U.S. and Canada (where it

enjoys trade surpluses) in order to encourage a balanced trade with Argentina at

a higher level.

Argentine industrialists' complaints against Brazilian subsidies for

manufactured goods are a common occurrence at trade talks, raising threats of

orotectionism. Argentine manufactured goods suffer from a restricted domestic

market and fare less well than the Brazilian in the foreign market place in

meneral because of quality, price, finance, marketing, and delivery

disadvantages. The recent drive of both countries to promote exports and stem

imports will just worsen the situation, unless countertrade or clearing-house

type reciprocal credit accounts deals are established on a regular basis. The

range of complementarity may be broad, but each area is still rather shallow

relative to cozmitments elsewhere. Most relative advantage factors tend to

favor Brazil.

icint Projects and Technological Cooperation

A small amount of joint investment or services activity can be expected on

only an episodic basis, because both countries will continue to look heavily to

customary sources of investment and technology in order to keep up with the

state of the art. To date, it appears that most, perhaps nearly all, of the

industrial coopera-ion between the two countries occurs as a result of the

activities of zultinational firms. Yet pooled resource! c- industrial

com.lementarity could be well utilized in hydroelectric projects (some years

aw tv because of decreased demand), biomass fuel technology, livestock raising,

.. . . . . . .
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mining, energy, engineering, petrochemicals, steel, automotive parts, machine

'tools, aviation, informatics, microelectronics, and nuclear science.

FUTURE ECONOMTC PROSPECTS

Economic Conditions in the Short Run (1985-86)

The relationship must have a heavier underpinning in broad projects Ln

order to survive and perhaps to reach a degree of generally-perceived

interdependence which does not currently exist. Mutual preferences and

rechanneling of commitments from elsewhere to this linkage will be necessary and

an indicator of serious engagement. The predominant advantage will remain with

Brazil rix most sectors, necessitating adjustments to ensure Argentine

partici.pation under conditions of equity. Mutual responsiveness and willingness 1. .

to administer a broader relationship are now good, but tangible benefits must

flow in the next several years because the economies of both parties require

some shorc-term payoffs. Governmental engagement will continue to be crucial.

Economic Conditions in the Medium Run (1987-89)

Success in enhancing cooperation will have positive effects for Bolivia,

Chile, Paraguay, an( Uruguay, because these four countries form a major

intra-regional trading bloc with Argentina and Brazil. Should third-party

effects of the joint initiatives of the two giants occur too rapidly, however,

the smaller states could react negatively.

Potential major economic trends can be grouped into those which will " .

reinforce the relationship and those which will weaken it, ranked in rough

descending order of probability.

Potential Economic Trends Strengthening the Linkage

1. Success of countertrade or reciprocal credit clearing house accounting,
to ease the cash flow bind.

2. Redirection of trade flows and concession of mutual preferences. .
3. Relief on debt payment terms sufficient to ease import restrictions.
4. Economic recuperation of both parties, and particularly Argentina.



5. Bilateral or subregional cooperation in energy matters, particularly
natural gas and hydroelectric power.

6. Economic recession sufficient to encourage countertrade, a sharing of
resources, and Joint import substitution.

7. Cooperation between branches of multinationals located in both
countries.

"8. Major spillover of cooperative efforts into the private sector.
9. Effective industrial integration, in areas such as machinery, tools, ÷2

and petrochemicals.

Potential Economic Trends Straining the Linkage
1. Sluggish or recessive economies on either side.
2. Continued Argentine emphasis on the Soviet trade, or Brazilian emphasisj on Western and Asian markets.
3. More onerous debt payment conditions. _
4. Greater gap in economic competitiveness, provoking Argentine

protectionism against Brazil and losses in Argentina's third markets.
5. A heavy Brazilian turn toward the internal market and internal sourcing

and import substitution, particularly in food or natural gas.

III. SECURITY RELATIONS: CURRENT DYNAMICS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

CURRENT SECURITY DYNAMICS

The Conventional LIevel

Troublesome security concerns were greatly lessened, but not completely

alleviated, by the betterment in political relations and the shift from a

territorial defense preoccupation toward a largely socio-economic concept of

national security. Military leaders have safeguarded relations in times of

rivalry, but security cooperation is not close. Military visits with exchanges

of views have been fairly frequent, but longer-term training arrangements in the

other country are few. Both security establishments turn a significant amount

of their intelligence efforts toward each other and still run war contingency

scenarios based on aggression from the other side. Yet the Argentine navy and

air force have acquired Brazilian-built ground attack jet fighters. Brazil has

much less us( for Argentine-produced weaponry because it prefers to dev'elop its

own through its much larger defense industry.

Both military and security establishments are reassessing their self-images

aund security missions with the return of civilian rule. This redefinition will

S ... " ," ''S5 . - ,-. , -, ", .'. -,•- • " - ..... '..-, .- .-' .. '. . . . .-.-... -. . _ . -. . . . - -"
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be a process of several years' duration and will depend upon the evolution of

domestic politics and that in neighboring countries. As the years pass, both

states will possess more sophisticated weaponry, with more advanced domestic

production (among the Third World leacers) and international capability.

Because of past security concerns that were heavily internal and an East-West

orientation imparted by American doctrine, ideas on avoidance of international

war in South America have as yet been poorly developed, even after the Falklands

conflict. "Muddling through" or tacit bargaining may no longer be good enough,

especially since the United States is increasingly less likely to be able to

exert a restraining influence. Each country will develop its own security

doctrine and pursue its own choices, freer of American influence than in the

past, more informed by national and continental theoreticians, and less caught

up in East-West con-erns.

The Nuclear Issue L

A tacit and worrisome nuclear technology development race has the potential

for inadvertently precipitating a nuclear weapons race, given either a crisis or

status drives as incentives to cross the threshold. Both countries pursue 1-
policies that keep open their options to build a nuclear device, while

vehemently disavowing all intention to do so. Argentina is further along in

nuclear technology and capability, which is seen nationally as a proud and

successful measure of scientific maturity. Thus Argentina is the rapidly

ad-ancing "push" factor in a "push-pull" escalation or inadvertent drift toward

the nuclear threshold as a spinoff of the two civilian programs.

Because nuclear technology is one of the few areas in which Argentina

surpasses Brazil, and because it has prestige and commercial applications,

Argentina will not allow itself to fall behind. Should Argentina produce

weapons-grade plutonium or announce ability to construct an explosive devize in

I::::: .:- . P. . ',..: :::;-,:,.: ..... _ ,- . - ... '-. .. . ;....4 . .-. .. - . .- -..- .* .. : .. *..-.::...,... . . . :. . . .. ., . .- ... ..-



a short time frame (an ability it already has), Brazil will almost inevitably -

follow suit. -.

Argentina has its own uranium deposits and is well on its way to mastering

the complete nuclear fuel cycle. Brazil could be in a similar position in the

1990s. From an arms control standpoint, the political problem becomes one of

managing near-nuclear-weapons capability through confidence-building and

regional safeguards without precipitating an actual decision by either side to

construct a bomb. This "pre-deterrence" situation will be difficult to manage,

given the characteristic regional political uncertainties, and will persist

whether regimes are civilian or military.

FUTURE SECURITY PROSPECTS

Security Conditions in the Short Run (1985-86)

The security facet of the relationship will increase in significance as

time passes. A "window of opportunity" exists in this time frame for mutual

confidence-building measures in the conventional and nuclear development areas,

to lower the potential for both the reassertion of more problematic territorial

or geopolitical security preoccupations and the initiation of a conventional or L
nuclear arms race. Because of the recent record of the Argentine military and a

Brazilian perception of them as still unpredictable, really close security

cooperation is not likely in this time frame.

Both sides will be pursuing higher levels of self-sufficiency. Brazil is

not undertaking the task of becoming a world-class military power, and its

military forces are still deployed for domestic purposes. Argentine forces have

already shown international performance more than sufficient for localized

hostilities.

The growth of Brazil's vigorously export-oriented arms industry and its

space program, fueled by a more dynamic and larger economy, and the olanned
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gradual increase in armed forces size will in time far surpass Argentina's

ability to keep conventional "parity" by stressing quality and training. This

future gross imbalance, and a potential Argentine drive to "go nuclear" in

compensation, is South America's most serious probable future security threat.

Political measures to build mutual trust must be functioning reliably before a

mutual perception of Brazil's overwhelming hegemony in capabilities is apparent

to both governments.

Security Conditions in the Medium Run (1987-89)

The chief problems in this time frame could involve:

I. Serious Argentine concern about a greatly more powerful Brazil which is
expanding continental influence and outstripping it militarily and
economically.

2. The introduction of a nuclear weapons status factor into the equation.
3. Ressertion of an internationally aggressive posture by the Argentine

military.
4. Severe economic and political collapse in either or both countries

At present, these conditions are less than probable, and Argentina seems

more likely than Brazil to be the origin of such instability.

The following are those potential major security trends which would tend to

strengthen the relationship and those which would tend to strain it, ranked in

rough descending order of probability.

Potential Security Trends Strengthening the Linkage

1. Joint military training programs and exchange of views and doctrine.
2. Sufficient resolution of debt payment terms to contribute to the

political stability of both parties.
3. Compatibility of political regimes, particularly under civilian rule.
4. Lessening of the Argentine military's emphasis on geopolitical models.

. Jot military exercises withcloser sharing than currently.
6. Joint weapons production.
7. Solution of Argentina's border disputes with Chile and the Falklands

dispute.
8. Reaching of conventional arms control agreements.
9. Parallel or joint security assistance to Southern Cone neighbors.

1^. Nuclear cooperation, safeguards, and ratification by both parties of a
regional or subregional nonproliferation agreement.
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Potential Security Trends Straining the Linkage

1. Mutual perception of attainment of near-nuclear-weapons status by
either side.

2. Growth of a largely autonomous and powerful Brazilian arms-
manufacturing capabi'.ity, including rocketry and long-range guided
missiles.

3. A debt crisis affecting political stability in either country, but
particularly Argentina. .

4. Regime incompatibility.
•. Continued Argentine rearmament well beyond early 1982 levels.
6. Acquisition or construction by either side of a nuclear-powered

submarine.
7. Argentine reversion to armed confrontation with Chile. or Great Britain.
8. Considerably increased Brazilian military influence (beyond

Argentina's) in Bolivia, Paraguay, and Uruguay, especially if extending
into the political system.

9. Emergence of a Brazilian capability and will to project military power
abroad.

10. Military intervention by either in a neighboring state.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR U.S. POLICY

RELATIVE L,:ELIHOO-S IN THE SHORT AND MEDIUM RUNS

The Short Run (1985-8L

The most likely probability for the short run is a continuation of friendly

competition with mild signs of economic interdependence. Real interdependence

is unlikely, and would require more time and a diligent searching for and t.
following up on complementarities. Economic integration, in the best of

circumstances, would require several years of confidence-building and stability,

with much higher attention levels and mutual responsiveness. A speculative

ranking of the short-term probabilities would be:

Friendly Competition 75% (roughly 80% cooperative, 20% competitive)
Economic Interdependence 10%
Wary Rivalry 10%
Economic Integration under 5%
Tense Hostility under 5%

The Medium Run (1987-89)

Beyond 1986, the quality of relations will depend most heavily upon the

degree of economic benefit both parties have reaped in the short run. Major



formative factors will include the condition of foreign debt repayment terms,

economic health, viability of countertrade, degree of inward or outward

orientation, internal stability, regime compatibility, changing comparative

economic advantage, political status of neighboring states, and status of

nuclear development programs. Developments could be covered under the following

three scenarios, each with its formative circumstances and approximate

probability.

Scenario 1: Continuation of an essentially cooperative tone with subdued

competition (65% probability). Furthered chiefly by the establishment of

reliable measures of conflict resolution and confidence-building, regime

compatibility, resumption of economic growth, debt payment relief, and

sufficient short-term payoffs to keep both sides interested.

Scenario 2: Upsurge of wariness edging toward hostility (25% probability).

Most likely induced by the greatest threat to the relationship, poor management

of the pre-deterrence or pre-nuclear arms race dangers which have not yet been

directly addressed. Continuation of inattention to this issue in the short run

will increase the probability of this scenario as the decade continues.

Scenario 3: Acceleration of cooperation toward economic integration (10%

probability). A major qualitative change judged least likely because of

obstacles posed by political instability, insufficiently high levels of economic'

complementarity, preferences for unilateral action, and habitually greater

attention paid to other partners.

RZLEVANCE FOR AMERICAN POLICY

?olitical

1. Greater autonomy vis-a-vis trie major powers would be a prime motivator
for closer cooperation. Success in an atmosphere of "Latinamericanization"
could present the United States with broader and more effective opposition on

issues such as debt, trade, and nuclear proliferation. Brazilian-Argentine

agreement would be a major impetus toward the formation of a more effective
"Latin American consensus on multilateral issueb.

2. Stable and effective democratic government in Brazil and Argentina also

holds the constructive potential for encouraging stability, cooperation, and

evolutionary change in the Southern Cone as American influence there wanes or is
exercised elsewhere in Latin America.

3. Joint Brazilian-Argentine hegemony over the continent in a calculated

way is very unlikely, but their influence would expand there if exercised

jointly in a discreet way.
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4. Closer cooperation with Argentina would tend to facilitate the growth
of Brazil's continental role and relieve it of a principal security concern.

Economic

1. Conditions of debt payment are important to the economic and political
we!.-being of both parties and to thiir mutual cooperation. A serious '
deterioration of their economies or their ability to pay would threaten their
vulnerable democracies and tend to align them against the creditors. The
biggest downside risk is that, should Argentina and Brazil succeed together in
dictating repayment terms, other debtors would probably follow suit.

2. An Argentine raw materials for Brazilian manufactures arrangement would "
cut into the U.S. sales of low and middle technology goods to Argentina, but
open up possibilities for U.S. firms in Brazil to expand sales to Argentina.
Bilateral cooperation in third markets in Latin America would spread the same
effect to those countries, giving greater advantage to American firms in Brazil.

3. Marketing coordination in soybeans and beef is possible if cooperation
progresses further toward interdependence.

4. Should Argentina shift large wheat sales toward Brazil instead of the
Soviet Union, U.S. wheat sales would suffer more competition in Brazil but find
some openings in the Soviet Union.

-Security

1. The quality of Brazilian-Argentine security relations, conventional and
later nuclear, will be the tone-setter for South American international
politics. The chief security concern for American policy will be management of
the nuclear proliferation issue. Some form of nuclear rivalry between these two
regional powers is more likely than really close collaboration, and is the major
danger to local security by decade's end. Inadvertent crossing of the nuclear
threshold is a real possibility. Better political relations now can be extended
to the establishment of confidence-building measures and regional nuclear
safeguards in future years.

2. Deemphasis on local geopolitical issues, democratic governments,
revision of security doctrines, more independent foreign policies, and growing
tensions in South Africa and in Central America will pose greater obstacles to
the cooperation of either party with the United States on South Atlantic
security issues.

3. Both governments, whether civilian or military, will view with concern
an expansion of subversive activity into neighboring countries, such as Bolivia,
and would be open to tacit cooperation with the United States against such a
threat.

?or
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Events since 1979 have steadily softened the long-dominant tone of rivalry

in Brazilian-Argentine relations and have set up a mutual confidence level and

institutional mechanisms sufficient to support greater degrees of cooperation.

The mutual understanding, formally established during a landmark May 1980 visit

of Brazil's President Joao Figueiredo to President Jorge Videla in Buenos Aires,

is attributable above all to a pragmatic perception in both capitals that

accumulated and unaddressed small grievances could mount into major and

unnecessary points of attrition sapping more important efforts.

This change in spirit has shown durability by surviving several Argentine

governments (military and civilian) and the Falklands conflict. President

Figueiredo himself took a key role in recasting the relationship out of a

personal interest in Argentina; after forty years without a Brazilian-Argentine

summit, he met with his Argentine counterparts on four formal and one informal

occasions since 1980. President-elect Tancredo Neves met with President

AlfonsIn in February 1985 during a foreign tour, and substantial agreement on
-.

key issues was noted. Argentine Foreign Minister Dante Caputo considers the

opening to Brazil to be one of the Alfonsin government's most important foreign

policy initiatives.

Along the way, a start has been made in the reconstruction of mutual

perceptions which will be necessary for further progress. Relations are now

being defined more in terms of opportunities than of controversies. Excellent

diplomatic relations are being extended into other sectors of activity. Both

governments are now willing to disagree on some points of foreign, policy and to

pursue differing objectives without imputing ulterior motives to the other side

when it fails to come along. On the other hand, neither will all sense of

ccmpetition te removed nor will an entente cordialeor a joint hegemony develop

..................................................................
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to be the mainspring of foreign policy for either Brasilia or Buenos Aires.

Continued success of democratization will encourage mo.i cooperation.

Joint action on foreign debt issues will be more implicit than explicit, unless

creditors become unyielding in the face of a serious worsening of ability to pay

which threatens internal stability. Economic cooperation, mainly in trade, will

be the chief result of the bilateral approximation. Security antagonisms have

been greatly reduced, but close security cooperation is unlikely. The greatest

security danger ahead is an inadvertent drift toward the nuclear weapons

threshold as a spinoff of the two civilian programs.

The most likely state of the relationship in 1985-86 is friendly competi-

tion with mild signs of economic interdependence (75% probability). Major

formative factors beyond 1986 include degree of mutual economic benefits, status

of foreign debt terms, economic health, viability of countertrade, inward vs.

outward orientations, internal stability, regime compatibility, comparative

advantage, political status of neighbors, and status of nuclear development

programs. Most likely in 1987-89 is continuation of an essentially cooperative

tone with subdued competition (65% probability), unless poor management of the

nuclear issue causes an upsurge in tensions (25% probability).

American policy will be affected chiefly by somewhat greater autonomy of

the partners, the increased potential for evolutionary political change and

economic cooperation in the Southern Cone, the weight of the foreign debts as an

impediment to constructive local cooperation, slightly greater economic

competition, revision of local security doctrines, and the enhanced conditions

and need for managing the nuclear proliferation issue.

"~~~~~~.......... _••.......................,, - ,b'*•'•'"
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I. POLITICAL RELATIONS: CURRENT DYNAMICS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

CURRENT POLITICAL DYNAMICS

An Ambivalent History

Rivalry and subtle tensions between the two countries can be traced back to

colonial days, but elements of cooperation are also present in most periods.

For many Argentines, however, the main point of uneasiness toward Brazil more

recently has been a sense of frustration in failure to achieve a supposedly

destined clear primacy within South America. Argentina's vacillation,

developmental difficulties, and internal divisions since 1930, after decades of

impressive economic and political progress, contrast with more stable Brazil's

steady population and economic growth and increasing global significance,

however troubled. (See Table I for a profile of the growing gap bet'..en the two

from 1960 to 1980.) The Argentine elite's sense of cultural and racial

superiority toward a much larger and racially mixed Brazil further aggravated

specific disputes arising from typical trade, regime, border, or sphere of

influence differences. Particularly problem-ridden was the period from about

1970 to 1976, when the Brazilian economic boom and the national security

diplomacy of the military regime coincided with the rise in Argentina of a

navionalism whi.ch was ver¢y suspicious of Brazil and sought to contain the
2

advance of its influence. Argentine conctin was intensified by Washington's

apparent selection of Brazil as "key country" in South America.

An Argentine penchant for casting international relations into zero-sum

geopolitical frameworks, evident particularly in military thinking, posited

tensions and cast Brazil into tie role of a successful expansionist power

pressing against a weak and indecisive Argentina. The pitch of this concern in
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the late 1950s through the 1970s was he.tghtened by anxiouo readings about

Brazil's supposed geopolitical intentions gleaned frcm Brazilian geopolitical

writings blown out of proportion by geopolitical theoretician Colbery do Couto e

Silva's role in the Brazilian military and governmaent, concurrent with a

dramatic widening of the economic output gap between the two countries and an

increase in the Brazilian presence in Bolivia, Paraguay, and Uruguay. 3

For Brasilia, Argentina has constituted a "problem" as well, and in recent

decades the outstanding example of a political component to an otherwise highly

economic foreign policy. Because of Brazil's more global activities and the

growing disparity in size, Brasilia constitutes more of a preoccupation in

Buenos Aires than the reverse. Yet Brasilia regards Argentina as its most

important Latin American partner by far and one of its rather few foreign policy

partners with which relations must be carefully managed. In the worst Brazilian

stereotypes, Argentina is seen as a bad example of political instability,

haughtiness, social indiscipline, military cruelty, organizational weakness,

"economic stagnation, and unruly labor.

Armchair strategic analysis aside, Brazil has been careful that its

initiatives, such as the Amazon Basin Pact, do not take on an anti-Argentine

cast. Argentina has a certain value as an economic partner and as a key to

relations with South America, but so also the obverse potential for a "spoiler"

pclitical role. For this reason, good or at least acceptable relations with

Argentina are an important ongoing priority for Brazil, in part to free

attention for more important questions and partners. Brazil has not really

required Argentine support for the international questions it considers most

pressing.

The Brazilian Foreign Ministry, with its continuity and long-term

orientation, f.nds it troublesome dealing with the typical suncession ofi

[-o
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Argentine governments and considered an inordinate distraction the resources

devoted perforce to Argentine affairs during the Falklands crisis. In fact, f

Brazil's slight tilt toward Argentina at that time was calculated not out of any

"sympathy for Argentina's actions, but primarily to please a more "emotional" and

closer Buenos Aires (in the interests of preserving the rapprochement), with the.Kr

supposition that afterwards Great Britain would be more understanding of a

slight than would Argentina. -. -

A Change in Perspective

The impetus toward better relations can be traced to 1976, when the Videla

govwrnmnnt in Buenos Aires chose Oscar Camilidn as ambassador to Brasilia. One

of the top Argentine experts on Brazil, and later Foreign Minister, Ambassador

Camilion worked diligently to improve relations. A feeling was growing in

Buenos Aires that continued competition would automatically relegate Argentina

to loser's st-r ,iven Brazil's steady advances across a widening gap. L
The mutually satisfactory settlement in 1979 of the Itaipu Dam controversy

over shared water resources was the first major result of closer relations,

along witn Brazilian indemnization to Argentina for minor damages suffered wi-%h

the subsequent filling of the dam's reservoir. The Falklands conflict and its

aftermath, on balance, actually accelerated the cooperative trend. From the

Argentine side, the grievances with the United States and Western Europe gave

rise to a "Latinamericanizaticn" of foreign policy, heavily to concentrate on

and to gain support on the FaLklands issue. Brazil's position during the

conflict and afterwards was, on balance, well-received by the Argentines,

despite Brazil's relative lack of official fervor and its safeguarding of

relations with Great Britain. The Falklands defeat and the wounding of

Argentina's Western self-image generated an introspective rethinking of premises

and the appearance of studies presenting new interpretations of and new
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alternatives for Argentina's role in the world.4  The more conflict-oriented

geopolitical views of the previously dominant military authors are being

challenged by cooperative and integrationist analyses of civilian authors, A.1 .

"particularly after the inauguration of the democratically-elected Alfonsln

government in December 1983.

Subsequent progress on the settlement of the Beagle Channel dispute with

Chile eased the Argentine feeling of "encirclement," weakened a geopolitical war

horse, and lessened preoccupation with a long-standing focus on a conflictful

issue. The Argentine military, humiliated domestically and internationally,

looked inward and to its relations with civilians. The corresponding rise of

the Foreign Ministry in policy formation increased Argentine compatibility with

Brazil. The gathering speed of Brazil's political liberalization and general

acceptance of' its nascent role on the continent as a cooperative one further

heightened Brazil's attractiveness as a partner.

For Brasilia, the Argentine invasion of the Falklands both rekindled

stereotypes about Argentine volatility and underlined the necessity of

encouraging cooperative rather than conflictful international relations in South

America. The Brazilian military initially took the invasion as an argument for

xajcr expansion and upgrading of equipment and forces, but with the Argentine

defeat the actual effects on national defense policy were much more limited.

:onsensus grew that Argentina was unlikely to try another military venture.

Some of the reasons behind Argentina's defeat, such as insufficient logistical

support, weak inter-service coordination, and shortages of supplies were defects L

Brazilian planners saw in their own forces and moved to remedy without reference

to any specific potential threat. The Foreign Ministry's accomodationist view

prevailed that adroit diplomacy and preventive maintenance were the best way to - -

assure that, at worst, Buenos Aires could come to represent an annoyance because

i i l li l l li i 'l l i . . . i "l
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of erratic behavior rather than a threat because of armed hostility directed

toward Brazil, caused in part by an upsurge in Brazilian military preparedness.5 .

In consonance with Brazil's characteristic pro-stability orientation in

South America, it is in Brazil's interest that Argentina be neither unstable

politically on one hand, nor seized by an ebullient and rash nationalism, on the

other.- Increased attention to the quality of the relationship was the outcome,

to move even further away from confrontation and to head off problems

"technically" well before they surface or peak politically. Brazil prefers to

"depoliticize" the relationship as much as possible, in order to emphasize

econo'tic matters, se It does elsewhere.

Several signposts for the new cooperation can be cited: Brazil's 7t.

representation of Argentine diplomatic interests in London and its efforts to

restart talks on the Falklands, its release of Montonero Mario Firmenich to

Buenos Aires, restrictions on landing rights in Brazil for British planes bound

for the Falklands, and concession of a short-term loan to ease Argentina's

credit squeeze. The two governments worked out the awkward moments following

the clumsy detention by Argentine naval units of an A:ntartica-bound Brazilian

scientific vessel transiting the Beagle Channel (January 1983), which could well

have created a major incident five years earlier. Construction of the first new

j-,idge linking the countries in over 35 years was begun in the same month.

Brazilian and Argentine presidents joined in a four-power Latin American

declaration on international interest rates and the debt, and supplied credit to

the elected government of Siles Suazo in Bolivia. New treaties in varied areas

of activity were signed starting in 1980. Following up on intermittent official

civilian and military consultations and four summit meetings on varied topics, a

system of broad binational Lnterministerial consultation was begun in May 198.-



FUTURE POLITICAL PROSPECTS

A Situation of Ambiguity nil

What has occurred has been termed a "conceptual leap," a new way of

approaching the relationship qualitatively at the official level. The

supposition of an overarching and permanent rivalry has given way to a more

reasonable, problem-solving attitude which extends to both bilateral relations

and exchange of analysis of regional and global issues. What remains is tc

give practical consequence to the change in perceptions.

Both countries have had their ambitions greatly cut back in recent years,

and neither is expansive in degree of international activity. With the decline

of prestige considerations as motivators, the sphere of influence race in the

three "buffer" states has subsided. Most Argentines, however reluctantly, have

apparently accepted that, on the whole, Brazil is economically more advanced and

will continue to outpace their country. The idea is spreading that cooperation

with Brazil need not be to Argentina's disadvantage as a "minor partner."

Brazil is seen much more as a source of options than as a threat. Yet many

Argentines have not yet given up a somewhat fanciful idea that somehow their

country can maintain some kind of rough "parity" of capabilities with Brazil.

Nor have the negative stereotypes been completely abandoned on either side.

There are no important conflicts between the two states now, but neither r

has their mutual awareness been raised sufficient;.y to produce the level of more

i .ten'v: cooperation which an objective examination might find possible. Neither

country wishes to be led by the o"her, yet Argentina will have to take Brazilian

views more seriously as the years go by. Both countries continue to look inward

or elsewhere first for their needs rather than to each other, at both the

governmental and private sector levels. (See Table 2 on rutual images.) The

foundering of the five-member River Plate organization is a consequence of this

. . . .. .. . ... *. ' . .*-~. - - * -- **A?.*



proclivity, as is the signing of far-reaching treaties of cooperation which

still enjoy meager follow through. The tentative nature of the emerging

political institutions and domestic economic restructuring on both sides will .

demand much immediate attention of the governments and will make unlikely in the

near term the undertaking of major departures beyond trade intensification.

Central to the future of the relationship is the Brazilian government's

recent acceptance of the policy relevance of the fact that the country is the

predominant power on the continent and that it is slowly expanding a more

tangible stake in what happens on the rest of the continent. The manner in

which this realization will be played out is unclear, but it will be gradual

(barring major upheaval in a neighboring coiLntry) and is unlikely to be

hegemonio. Starting with the Figueiredo government's brisk exchange of

presidential visits and treaties, including the OAS Secretary-Generalship of

Brazilian diplomat Joao Clemente Baena Scares, and extending into the Neves 6_

government, Brazil is reaffirming a Latin American identity in both practical

and rhetorical ways. One of its premises is that attention should be drawn from

territorial disputes to developmental issues. Brazil's interest will move into

:autious, modest, and almost reluctant action, if the government believes that

the chances for success are good. No long shots or high-risk outlays are

likely. Brazil stands to gain from a ;csperative, economically healthy South

.America, and prerequisite to such a future are cooperative relations with

Argentina.

Political Conditions in the Short Run (1985-86)

Recent decocratization in both countries has been a crucial element for

:olitical understanding between the two powers. Assuming a Raul Alfonsin

sovern.ment in -iencs Aires and a Tancredo Neves goverrument in Brasilia, the

aporoximation is very unlikely to reverse. A heightened cordiality and

........................................................................
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enthusiasm at the rhetorical level can be expected because of ideological

compatability and as part of participation in "continental redemocratization."

The Tancredo Nbves circle of advisers includes many with a pro-Latin American

cooperation and independent foreign policy bent. (One of the persistent

impedimenta in the last three decades was precisely a lack of such "political iJ.

synchronization" relative to national goals and worldview.) Argentina may be

more rhetorically supportive of human rights and democracy elsewhere than

Brazil, as a key element of its reintegration into Latin America. Mild

Brazilian speeches on the theme, however, and some aid would be constructive and

continu, to firm up Brazil's position in the continental trend without

necessarily demanding a large contribution.

There will be few direct effects between the two countries in the process

of redemocratization, including in the treatment of the military, because each

process is autonomous. Yet a power of example, of encouragement or

discouragement, wil± be present. Congressional and intellectual exchanges on

the theme of democracy and joint relations will pick up. Increased cultural and

news exchange is likely, helping to create more positive reciprocal imagery.

Old gibes and distrust will tend to decline slowly, and a sense of friendly

competition (as contrasted to the former wary rivalry) will emerge. Brazil will

remain more a potential target of Argentine dissatisfactions than the other way

around.

Continued success of these two democracies and the strength of their

relationship will exert definite pressure of example on the besieged Pinochet

government in Chile and will encourage the Uruguayan liberalization. The

effects on a more tumultuous Bolivia and a less mobilized Paraguay would be more

uncertain. The net effect, more indirect than direct, would be toward

encouraging moderation and evolutionary change in the Southern Cone.

-. ..,



Both Argentina and Brazil will play important roles in conceptualizing and .',

working out a coordinated understanding of possibilities for Latin American L.-

economic cooperation. Resolution of the debt burden will be the priority item " C. .

on the agenda of each, with high probability of a "political" approach. ____

Possibilities are good for continued joint or simultaneous pressure on creditors

for options such as interest rate stabilization, an interest rate ceiling, or

payments limited to a percentage of export earnings, in the name of social

obligations and preservation of fragile democracies. Most probable at first is -

a common political statement in a spirit of compromise (yet also warning) to

create systemic conditions for more favorable but separate renegotiations. Also

likely is continuation of the alternating approach of bargaining for better

terms from creditors, based on concessions won earlier by the other side.

(Mexico is the third important player in this game.)

Formation of a more radical "debtors' cartel" for a broader and more V
insistent united front is likely only as a last resort if payment conditions

become exceedingly burdensome. Brazil is much less eager for a multilateral

solution than is Argentina, partly because it sees Argentina as considerably

less responsible in its adjustment to the debt. A serious worsening of Latin

American ability to pay, causing a serious constriction of economic "breathing

space" with socio-political consequences, could well overcome Brazil's

reluctance, given its own situation, its growing identification with Latin

America, and its present and future economic and political-security stake in the

region's stability and growth. Should the creditors refuse to recognize in -

practical terms the ultimately unpayable nature of the debts under any

conceivable circumstances, the threat of a joint rupture with past agreements,

in order to force new parameters and relieve pressures, could seem less damaging

to the two cooperating national economies than continuation of a massive anti-
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growth capital outflow with constrictive economic policies and social

disruption. Brazil and Argentina would then have gained a functional equivalent -

of the rather united position which the creditors have assumed toward each of

them separately. 7

Brazil will remain unwilling to crown its ties with Argentina with a formal r}
"special relationship" status, to remain at least nominally evenhanded in its

continental dealings. Some calmer years will have to pass in Buenos Aires,

though, before Brazil sees Argentina as politically stable and economically L

dynamic enough to enter into major bilateral long-term economic projects with,

because of concerns about capabilities in contribution and follow through.

Political Conditions in the Medium Run (1987-89)

The short run will see much more planning and conceptualizing than actual

accomplishments, but ultimate success depends upon a number of political factors

which are already identifiable. Most important among these are the success of

the two new democracies and the institutionalization of cooperation. The major

foreign determining factors in the 1987-89 time frame would concern trends in

Latin America, and particularly in South America. The course of the debt issue

will probably be the single most important overriding outside factor, because

that affects many other economic and political variables. Most conceivable

political events outside Latin America would be of much less impact, unless they

divert Brazil's attention elsewhere, such as the Persian Gulf, or lead to a

major escalation of world tensions. On the other hand, the quality of the

relationship can have major effects on tension levels in South America, and

particularly in the Southern Cone. Success in cooperation will reinforce a bit

the world role of both partners (particularly Brazil) in both image and

capability, provide support in negotiations with third parties, and make it more

difficult for third parties to even implicitly play one against the other.
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For conjectural purposes, potential political trends can be divided into

those tending to strengthen the linkage and those tending to strain it, ranked

in rough descending order of probability within magnitude of significance.

Potential Political Trends Strengthening the Linkage

Major Impact

1. Continued stable civilian government on both sides, with
developmentalist and outward-looking policies.

2. Continued devalopment of the socio-economic concept of national
security, as contrasted with a national defense concept.

3. Settlement of Argentine territorial disputes with Chile and at least
attenuation of the Falklands controversy.

4. An easing of the debt payment terms for both co'ntries, but
particularly for Argentina.

5. Deeper private sector ties.
6. Continued acceptable progress in joint projects, such as water

resources projects in the River Plate Basin.
7. A deteriorization of debt payment terms and the economies to the point

at which a confrontational stance toward the creditors and a great
joint economic effort seem the only way out.

Minor Impact

1. Stability in neighboring countries of the Southern Cone.
2. Continuation of Argentine emphasis on "Latinamericanization," which up

to now has yielded few benefits beyond the Brazilian connection.
3. Continued dynamism in the intra-Latin American dialogue in favor of

economic cooperation, as through the Latin American Economic System
(SELA) and the Latin American Integration Association (ALADI), which
both countries are promoting in principle.

Potential Political Trends Straining the Linkage

Major Impact

1. Argentine instability, or return to power there of the Peronists or
right-wing ailitary sectors.

2. Rapid Brazilian growth concommitant with Argentine stagnation or
regression, clearly destroying the notion of "parity" still held by
some rationalistic Argentines.

3. Revival of geopolitical views in either country, but particularly "
Argentina.

4. Worsening of the debt payment situation for either country, but only to
the point where it dominates foreign policy and cripples new departures
such as joint action towards creditors.

5. A strong American preference toward either country, but especially
Brazil, and particularly in military or nuclear technology matters.

6. Argentine obsession with the Falklands controversy or border questions
with Chile.

...
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7. Great surge in Brazilian influence on the continent, especially in the
• Southern Cone and if done in a flambouyant manner. (Paraguay is the

most likely case in point.)
8. Level of political uncertainty within Brazil high enough to cause

national introversion and anxiety about domestic power distribution.

Minor Impact

1. Argentine demands for a substantial revision of the tripartite
agreement on Itaipu-Corpus.

2. High Argentine expectations of Brazilian support for out-front stands
on matters in which Brazil prefers to remain moderate or aloof, such as
the debt, the Falklands, advocacy of democracy, or American military
intervention in Central America.

II. ECONOMIC RELATIONS: CURRENT DYNAMICS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

CURRENT ECONOMIC DYNAMICS

Now that outstanding political differences have been resolved, the measure

of the quality of the relationship will turn •o econom - results, particularly

in trade, technology, and possibly mutually reinforcing actions on the foreign

debt. Stubborn structural problems have inhibited further immediate progress,

but recent major governmental agreements may signal an imminent turning point,

moving away from what has amounted to mutual commercial inattention and toward

interdependence. At the conceptual level economic cooperation and its

limitations have been thoroughly thought out, thanks to a notable

intensification of governmental and rather cordial private sector conferences

from late 1982 on and to the work of a binational commission.

Trade

The trade turnover between Brazil and Argentina has been one of the largest

flows between non-oil-exporting developing countries. It has been erratic over

the last decade (Table 3) because of low levels of mutual attention and trade

policies dominated by short-term considerations. Reaching less than $1 billion

total. by 1978, it shot up to nearly $2 billion by 1980, heavily as a result of

Brazilian response to the later-discredited pro-import and free-trade economic

•" •'" " "" . . ..". . ." •. . ...... .. . .- . ... "- - '- - . ..-- - "- ..- '-:-- - - - --,-,- - --"-'-'-," "
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policies of Argentine Economy linister Jose' Martrnez de Hoz. When the exchange

rate incentive was removed, recession and import restrictions on both sides, as

well as the Falklands conflict, cut the trade to nearly half within three years.

Brazil's capital goods exports to Argentina were particularly affected.

Brazilian exporters became apprehensive about selling to Argentina because of

payment problems. At its height, the trade was highly diversified, with Brazil

shipping over 1300 different types of items to Argentina, and Argentina sending

over 800 types to Brazil. Argentina's exports are typically dominated by raw

materials, while Brazil's are composed largely of manufactured goods. Since

1980, the usual condition has been a persistent balance in Brazil's favor,

costing Argentina in hard currency and causing chronic complaints.

The two economies, first and third in size in Latin America, have shown no

great propensity to trade with each other, in spite of proximity. There has

been no tendency for the mutual trade to climb upward as a proportion of either .

partner's global trade picture. (Table 4.) Even in its now badly blunted Third

World trade drive up to 1981, Brazil found greater success elsewhere; since 1982

it has been concentrating the bulk of its promotion efforts on Western markets

and East Asian markets, but particularly on the U.S. The outstanding

characteristic of Argentina's trade pattern over the last decade has been the

upsurge in sales to the USSR since 1980, aided by th4 partial U.S. grain embargo

on Moscow. Argentina also carries on a higher proportion of its trade with

Latin America than does Brazil.

Argentina represented only the ninth most important export market for

Brazil in both 1973 and 1983, while over the same period Brazil dropped from

8second rank to eighth among Argentina's export markets. Immediately after the

Falklands conflict, Argentine officials spoke of methodically substituting
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imports from Western Europe with goods from Brazil, but with recomposition of

relations with Europe that idea was abandoned with no actual immediate impact.

Brazil has had problems finding commodities to buy in large quantity from ,-.,,-

Argentina, short of a politically-inspired and perhaps at least initially

anti-e -oromical rediversion of sourcing from traditional suppliers. Brazil's - :

internal sourcing and import substitution policies may just aggravate this

problem as its economy continues to be reprofiled. Brazil prefers American and

Canadian wheat to Argentine, in both type and financing, for example, and is -

making progress in growing its on acceptable temperate zone fruits. Argentina

sells no major industrial raw material Brazil requires; although natural gas

sales have been discussed, recent discoveries within Brazil may work against

that. Even in the latest promising trade item, electrical energy, Brazil is

selling to Argentina rather than the reverse.

The most obvious substitution possible is in wheat, in which Brazil can

shift sizable purchases from the U.S. and Canada (where it enjoys trade

surpluses) in order to encourage a balanced trade with Argentina at a higher
level. The Argentine incentive toward oalanced trade in this case, however, is

lower, because it has been running up large surpluses in dollars with its wheat

sales to the Soviet Union. On the other hand, a shift in Soviet wheat

acquisition toward the U.S. would make Brazil's market more attractive for

Argentina.

The Brazilian economy, beyond its larger size and greater diversification,

is less open than Argentina's, much more statist and directed, more dynamic, and

less dependent on foreign trade. Argentine industrialists' complaints against

Brazilian subsidies for manufactured goods are a common occurrence at trade

taLks, raising threats of protectionism. Reprisals and counter-reprisals were

comron in the early 1980s. Argentine .anufactured goods suffer from a

-~ .- * * A * - * - * M ~ * . .~ - .
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restricted domestic market and fare less well than the Brazilian in the foreign

market place in general because of quality, price, finance, marketing, and

delivery disadvantages. The recent drive of both countries to promote exports

and stem imports will just worsen the situation, unless countertrade or

clearing-house type reciprocal credit accounts deals are established on a

regular basis. At present, countertrade is seen .argely as an emergency

measure, but Brazil will promote it heavily if cash flow problems become severe

for itself or an important developing country partner from which it could not

reasonably expect hard-currency surpluses.

Slowness in resolution of trade oroblems like these is indicative of

structural obstacles to broader economic cooperation, such as industrial

complementarity agreements, much less the "integration of the economies" which

is sometimes referred to in optimistic speeches. The range of complementarity

may be broad, but each area is still rather shallow relative to commitments

elsewhere. Most relative advantage factors tend to favor Brazil. Resolution of

major bilateral trade issues will have to come before effective industrial

complementarity agreements or multilateral Southern Cone trade arrangements,

which require more closely coordinated interaction.

Joint Projects and Technological Cooperation

A small amount of joint investment or services activity can be expected on L

only an episodic basis, because both countries will continue to look heavily to

customary sources of investment and technology in order to keep up with the a.

state of the art. Neither country pursues much investment abroad; real estate

speculation berdeen the two has been more common. Neither have they been

receptive to services contracts with each other. There is still little

cooperation in science, yet both could gain in joint research and development.



To date, it appears that most, perhaps nearly all, of the industrial

cooperation between the two countries occurs as a result of the activities of I

multinational firms. Yet pooled resources or industrial complementarity could

be well utilized in hydroelectric projects (some years away because of decreased

demand), biomass fuel technolog, livestock raising, mining, energy,

engineering, petrochemicals, steel, automotive parts, machine tools, aviation,

informatics, microelectronics, and nuclear science. Joint ventures in research

and development or services projects will lead to more economical scales of -

production and deeper ties than simple commercial exchanges will. Because the

industrial technology, civil infrastructure, and consultancy cnntracts of both

countries are heavily in Latin America, and most of them in South America, both

competition and cooperation in third countries are possible.

FUTURE ECONOMIC PROSPECTS

Economic Conditions in the Short Run (1985-86)

Complementarities have been identified, and mechanisms to promote and ,

monitor exchange have been recently established. These must now be promoted

heavily, because in order to break away from past performance, both countries

need to keep the other's attention longer and to offer more. The relationship

must have a heavier underpinning in broad projects in order to survive and

perhaps to reach a degree of generally-perceived interdependence which does not

currently exist. Mutual preferences and rechanneling of commitments from

elsewhere to this linkage will be necessary and an indicator of serious

engagement. The predominant advantage will remain with Brazil in most sectors, '

necessitating adjustments to ensure Argentine participation under conditions of

equity. (Brazil now has 40% of all Latin American manufacturing GDP, as

measured by value added, while Argentina has but 9". )9

.................................

............................... . - -...
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The initiative for change came somewhat more from the Brazilian side,

drawing upon their models for looking at intensified relations- across the board

with key Third World partners, then setting up binational commissions to follow

"through. Brazil and Argentina have given up on the feasibility of regional

integration in Latin America, and now prefer networks of bilateral agreements to

sweeping multilateral ones. Each has the potential to be a major partner for

the other. Mutual responsiveness and willingness to administer a broader

relationship are now good, but tangible benefits must flow in the next several

years because the economies of both parties require some short-term payoffs to

encourage continued engagement. Officials of both sides have spoken (probably

overoptimistically) of providing for a balanced trade turnover of $4 or $5

billion within several years, over double the 1980 peak. Governmental

engagement will continue to be crucial.

Economic Conditions in the Medium Run (1987-89) L

Success in enhancing cooperation will have positive effects for Bolivia,

Chile, Paraguay, and Uruguay, because these four countries form a major

intra-regional trading bloc with Argentina and Brazil since Chile left the

Andean Group and Bolivia shifted its trade emphasis southward. With the

stagnation of regional trade negotiations, sub-regional blocs based on actual

trading patterns, such as this Southern Cone grouping, present more viable and

10
practical alternatives for trade liberaliz&tion. Argentina trades

proportionately more heavily with this subregion than does Brazil, but the

latter hopes to see the trade innovations with Argentina become the model or

nucleus for expanded subregiornal agreements, or perhaps even agreements of a

broader scale. Uruguay is the most likely first partner, then Paraguay. Care

will have to be taken to consider the interests of the smaller countries. r
Should third-party effects of the joint initiatives of the two giants occur

fill"*
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rapidly, the smaller states could react negatively, much as the weight of

"Argentina and Brazil in South American trade earlier stimulated the formation of

the Andean Group.

Again, potential trends can be grouped into those which will reinforce the

relationship and those which will weaken it, ranked in rough descending order of

probability within magnitude of significance.

Potential Economic Trends Strengthening the Linkage

Major Impact

1. Success of countertrade or reciprocal credit clearing house accounting,
to ease the cash flow bind.

2. Redirection of trade flows and concession of mutual preferences.
3. Relief on the debt payment terms sufficient to ease import

restrictions.
4. Economic recuperation of both parties, and particularly Argentina.
5. Bilateral or subregional cooperation in energy matters, particularly

natural gas and hydroelectric power.
6. Economic recession sufficient to encourage countertrade, a sharing of

resouries, and joint import substitution.
7. Cooperation between branches of multinationals located in both

countries.
8. Major spillover of cooperative efforts into the private sector.
9. Effective industrial integration, in areas such as machinery, tools,

and petrochemicals.

Minor Impact

1. A catalytic spirit of economic integration through ALADI or SELA
(although more will be gained in this case through strictly bilateral
or perhaps subregional means).

2. Exchange of natural and social scientists, with joint research
projects. L

3. Market or marketing (e.g., soybeans and beef) coordination in the
Southern Cone vis-a-vis Western Europe and the U.S.

4. Brazilian ability and willingness to invest abroad.
5. Revitalization of the River Plate Basin group.
6. Joint services projects and trade cooperation in third countries,

perhaps through binational trading companies.

Potential Economic Trends Straining the Linkage

Major Impact

1. Sluggish or recessive economies .n either side.
2. Continued Argentine emphasis on the Soviet trade, or Brazilian emphasis

on Western and Asian markets.
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3. More onerous debt payment conditions.
4. Greater gap in economic competitiveness, provoking Argentine

protectionism against Brazil and losses in Argentina's third markets.
5. A heavy Brazilian turn toward the internal market and internal sourcing

and import substitution, particularly in food or natural gas.

ZiI. SECURITY RELATIONS: CURRENT DYNMIICS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

CURRENT SECURITY DYNAMICS

The Conventional Level

Mutual wariness between the two countries has traditionally been strongest

in the military establishments. Troublesome security concerns were greatly

lessened, but not completely alleviated, by the betterment in political

relations and the shift from a territorial defense preoccupation toward a

largely socio-economic concept of national security. (Brazilian doctrine has

for some time emphasized the latter point, and the Alfonsln government

represented a manor change in this direction for Argentina.) In fact, during

the late 1970s, Brazil became the distant third security concern of Argentina,

after Great Britain (in the Falklands) and Chile. On several occasions,

especially during the Itaipu controversy, "military diplomacy" between the two

countries paralleled more overt diplomatic communication. A considerable body

of military opinion in both countries successfully favored keeping channels

open, rather than assuming a belligerant posture. Tacit bargaining prevented an

arms race, even as Argentine military expenditures grew apace.

Various militant Argentine actions during the military regime, however,

made it increasingly undesirable for Brazil, with its abertura under Figueiredo,

to cooperate more closely in military exchange--a dwelling upon combative , -'I--'-

anti-communism and sub-regional cooperation against "subversives," Argentine-

Chilean tensions, interference in the 1980 coup in Bolivia, clandestine sezurity

aid in Central America, the "dirty war" against leftists, and the Falklands

campaign. Even in a joint exercise, such as the yearly "Fraterno" naval

•• o ... .... •.•...........-.--.•... . . . .. . . .
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maneuvers, there is no alliance-type sharing. Military visits with exchanges of

views have been fairly frequent, tut longer-term training arrangements in the

other country are few. Both security establishments turn a significant amomunt

of their intelligence efforts toward each other and still run war contingency

scenarios based on aggression from the other side. Yet the Argentine navy and

air force have acquired Brazilian-built ground attack jet fighters, the Xavante

EMB-326. Brazil stands ready to sell more weapons to Argentina, but has much

less use for Argentine-produced weaponry because it prefers to develop its own

through its much larger defense industry.

Both militar7, and security establishments are reassessing their self-images

and security missions with the return of civilian rule. Security tension levels -

in the Southern Cone have subsided greatly since 1978-82, so this redefinition

will be a process of several years' duration and will depend upon the evolution

of domestic politics and that in neighboring countries. The military and

security establishments of Brazil and Argentina will be looking for new

doctrines and models as they professionalize, and, with the intensification of

cooperation, may be willing to initiate a more substantial mutual dialogue.

As the years pass, both will possess more sophisticated weaponry, with more

advanced domestic production (among the Third World leaders) and international

capability. Argentina has already rearmed to at least its pre-Falklands weapons

levels, but is still low in deployment capabilities and readiness levels.

Brazil may develop a rapid deployment force for its border areas. Yet because

of past security concerns that were heavily internal and an East-West

orientation imparted by American doctrine, ideas on avoidance of international

war in South America have as yet been poorly developed, even after the Falklands

conflict. "Muddling through" or tacit bargaining may no longer be good enough,

especially since the United States is increasingly less likely to be able to

-.
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exert a restraining influence. Likewise, each country will develop its own

security doctrine and pursu6 its own choices, freer of American influence than L..

in'the past, more informed by national and continental theoreticians, and less

caught up in East-West concerns.

The Nuclear Issue -

A tacit and worrisome nuclear technology development race has the potential

for inadvertently precipitating a nuclear weapons race, given either a crisis or

status drives as incentives to cross the threshold. Both countries pursue -

policies that keep open their options to build a nuclear device, while

vehemently disavowing all intention tc do so. Argentina is further along in

nuclear technology and capability, whic?, is seen nationally as a proud and

successful measure of scientific maturity. Thus Argentina is the rapidly

advancing "push" factor in a "push-pull" escalation or inadvertent drift toward

the nuclear threshold as a spinoff of the two civilian programs. The fact that

both programs are a function of scientific-techhological development rather than

a drive for weapons does not exclude security implications.

Because nuclear technology is one of the few areas in which Argentina

surpasses Brazil, and because it has prestige and commercial applications,

Argentina will not allow itself to fall behind. Should Argentina produce

weapons-grade plutonium or announce ability to construct an explosive dervice in

a short tire frame (an ability it already has), Brazil will almost inevitably

follow suit. The aggravation of this impending dilemma may be one of the most

negative legacies of the Falklands war, and scientific, national pride, and

North-South relations factors make it one of the most difficult to'solve.

There has been some limiteu cooperation on peaceful uses of nuclear energy,

through several treaties, which gave the Brazilians a feeling that they had a

.measure of the status of Argentine nuclear progress. The surprise announcement

-. ..- . - . .. '--->..-.* * * * ~ A .*.*. **.. - ...* . -'* . -* . - -- .-.. -~ - * * .- - - .. . .*-" - . - - . -.. -: --- .
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by Argentina in November 198, that they had mastered uranium enrichment

technology through a secret program arnd were proceeding to build a production

plant shocked the Brazilians, introduced a greater element of suspicion and

distrust into the relationship, and put a damper on nuclear science cooperation.

In retrospect, the 1980 treaty on nuclear cooperation, signed after Carter

administration anti-proliferation pressure on both countries, probably served

more as a public relations notice that the two were not nuclear rivals than as

an indicator of close future collaboration.

Argentina has its own uranium deposits and is well on its way to mastering

the complete nuclear fuel cycle. Brazil could be in a similar position in the

1990s. From an arms control standpoint, the political problem becomes one of

managing near-nuclear-weapons capability through confidence-building and

regional safeguards without precipitating an actual decision by either side to
construct a bomb. This "pre-deterrence" situation will be difficult to manage, L

given the characteristic regional political uncertainties, and will persist

whether regimes are civilian or military.

FUTURE SECURITY PROSPECTS

Securit7 Conditions in the Short Run (1985-86)

The security facet of the relationship will increase in significance as
F°

time passes. A "window of opportunity" exists in this time frame for mutual

confidence-building measures in the conventional and nuclear development areas,

to lower the potential for both the reassertion of more problematic territorial

or geopolitical security preoccupations and the initiation of a conventional or

nuclear arms race. Argentina remains uncertain or distrustful about Brazil's

ultimate goals in the continent. The original initiatives may have to rest with

Brazil, as its security establishment, including the National Intelligence

Service (StI), takes on a more outward-looking or "national defense" mission.

I% .
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If tension-management measures to establish trust are not undertaken now, a

number .of potential developments in the medium run could restart serious

antagonisms, not only threatening the whole cooperative relationship but also S..

escalating the conflict far beyond past practice. Yet, because of the recent

record of the Argentine military and a Brazilian perception of them as still

unpredictable, really close security cooperation is not likely in this time

frame. There will be a tendency to try to match weapons developments by the

national industry of the other side, with emphasis on higher technology items

such as sea-skimmer and ballistic missiles and ship-defensive systems.

"14ilitary influence in foreign policy formulation will be reduced, so

civilian leadership in encouraging the d~tente will be necessary. As Argentine

military expenditure decreases greatly, the Brazilian will increase slightly in

this period. Both sides will be pursuing higher levels of self-sufficiency. --

Brazil is not undertaking the task of becoming a world-class military power.

Its military forces are still deployed for domestic purposes. A reorientation

toward external defense deployment would require expenditure levels unlikely to
be granted. Argentine forces have already shown international performance more

than sufficient for localized hostilities, but at the same time demonstrated

capabilities insufficient to score victory against a major power far from its

own home base.

The sheer growth of Brazil's vigorously export-oriented arms industry and

its space program, fueled by a more dynamic and larger economy, and the planned

gradual increase in armed forces size will in time far surpass Argentina's

ability to keep conventional "parity" by stressing quality and training. This

future gross imbalance, and a potential Argentine drive to "go nuclear" in

compensation, is South America's most serious probable future security threat.

Political measures to build mutual trast must be functioning reliably before a
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"mutual perception of Brazil's overwhelming hegemony in capabilities is apparent

to both governments. It would be unrealistic and ultimately dangerous for both

governments to ignore the approaching issue as a misplaced analogy from balance
• 9. o

of power politics.

Security Conditions in the Medium Run (1987-89)

The chief problems in this time frame could involve:

1. Serious Argentine concern about a greatly more powerful Brazil which is
expanding continental influence and outstripping it militarily and
economically.

2. The introduction of a nuclear weapons status factor into the equation.
3. Ressertion of an internationally aggressive posture by the Argentine

military.
4. Severe economic and political collapse in either or both countries.

At present, these conditions are less than probable, and Argentina seems

more likely than Brazil to be the origin of such instability. The nature of the

medium run will depend upon the quality of the political relationship and the

success of any confidence-building measures taken in the short run. The

following are those potential security trends which would tend to strengthen the

relationship and those which would tend to strain it, ranked in rough descending

order of probability within magnitude of significance.

Potential Security Trends Strengthening the Linkage

Major Impact

1. Joint military training programs and exchange of views and doctrine.
2. Sufficient resolution of debt payment terms to contribute to the

political stability of both parties.
3. Compatibility of political regimes, particularly under civilian rule.
4. Lessening of the Argentine military's emphasis on geopolitical models.
5. Joint military exercises with closer sharing than currently.
6. Joint weapons production.
7. Solution of Argentina's border disputes with Chile and the Falklands.

dispute.
8. Reaching of conventional arms control agreements.
9. Parallel or joint security assistance to Southern Cone neighbors.

10. .Nuclear cooperation, safeguards, and ratification by both parties of a
regional or subregional nonproliferation agreement.

L.
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Minor Impact

I. Cooperation in Antarctica exploration.
2. A smooth political succession in Paraguay.
3. ,Concession of Chilean port facilities to Bolivia.
4. "Demilitarization" of the South Atlantic.

Potential Security Trends Straining the Linka-ge

Major Impact

1. Mutual perception of attairment of near-nuclear-weapons status by
either side.

2. Growth of a largely autonomous and powerful Brazilian arms-
manufacturing capability, including rocketry and long-range guided
missiles.

3. A debt crisis affecting political stability in either country, but
particularly krgentina.

4. Regime incompatibility. e y a 1 e5. Continued Argentina rearmament well beyond early 1982 levels.
6. Acquisition or construction by either side of a nuclear-powered

submarine.
7. Argentine reversion to armed confrontation with Chile or Great ýritain.
8. Considerably increased Brazilian military influence (beyond

Argentina's) in Bolivia, Paraguay, and Uruguay, especially if extending
into the political system.

9. Emergence of a Brazilian capability and will to project military power
abroad..

10. Military intervention by either in a neighboring state.

Minor Impact

1. New and major Brazilian security arrangements with the United States or
Chile.

2. Sharp rivalry in South American arms sales between the two countries.
3. Sharp disagreement over conflicting claims in Antarctica.
4. Construction of a Brazilian naval base in the South Atlantic.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR U.S. POLICY

THE SPECTRUM OF RELATIONS

The range of present and future possibilities !.n the quality of

Brazilian-Argentine relations can be expressed by the following scale, running

from "good" or essentially cooperative relations through a mid-point of mixed

cooperation and disagreement to a state of "strained" or largely conflictful

U IL
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relations. (A sixth possibility, mutual avoidance, is no longer viable, given

the stakes each has in the relationship.)
I.'..

Quality Spectrum of the Brazilian-Argentine Relationship

Economic Economic Friendly Wary Tense
Integration interdependence Competition Rivalry Hostility

Cooperation Conflict

"Good Relations" "Strained Relations"

The current state of the relationship can be termed friendly competition,

with a clear net tilt toward the cooperative side of the spectrum's midpoint.

The governments and the educated publics of both states are conscious of past

rivalries and grievances, real and imagined, but have concluded that sufficient

common interests exist to create a spirit and framework of cooperation which can

overcome occasional disagreements. Competition remains more implicit and

low-key than explicit, especially for younger segments of private and public

leadership.

Should cooperation deepen to key areas of the economic life of both

countries, economic interdependence may occur. This condition would be

characterized by such measures as major joint research and investment projects,

significant increase in the mutual trade as a percentage of the total trade of

each, greater reliance on the partner as a key supplier and market, and

increased flow of persons and information between the two states. Limited

nuclear science cooperation could occur in this climate. Effective

institutional mechanisms to handle disputes brought about by intensified

interaction would have to be created, particularly in view of z:rz•..-."s greater

and probably growing comparative advantage. This dtgree Cf .vantage remai.ns-

the greatest, but not the only, obstacle to such a degree of cooperation. The

most intense form of cooperation would be economic integration, a process t.,

I
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remove trade barriers and to pursue such activities as joint import

substitution, market pooling, and common policies toward third parties and in

multilateral issues. -

Should the relationship, to the contrary, become more strained, a period of

w could reappear, as in the early 1970s. This would be characterized

by negative press campaigns, revival of now subdued negative stereotypes,

attribution of ulterior motives to the other side, a sharpening of mutual

security concerns, overt and covert sphere of influence competition, and greatly

reduced levels of economic cooperation. Further deterioration would produce a

tense hcrtilijX characterized by mtl~.tary readiness in border are.as, rwitual

alerts, increased levels of defense spending, focusing of intelligence

activities on the other party, and higher levels of tension throughout the

Southern Cone.

RELATIVE LIKELIHOODS IN THE SHORT AND MEDIUM RUNS

The Short Run (1985-86)

The most likely probability for the short run is a continuation of friendly

competition tilting toward some mild signs of economic interdependence. Real

interdependence is unlikely, and would require more time and a diligent

searching for and following up on complementarities. Economic integration, in

the best of circumstances, would require several years of confidence-building

and stability, with much higher attention levels and mutual responsiveness,

beyond the fact that such a degree of cooperation lacks precedent in South

America. On the other hand, in the short run, indicators are weak for a

deterioration toward either resumption of wary rivalry or an escalation to tense

hostility. A speculative ranking of the short-term probabi.lities would be:

"I'.
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Friendly Competition 75% (roughly 80% cooperative, 20% competitive)
Economic Interdependence 10%
Wary Rivalry 10%
Economic Integration under 5%
Tense Hostility under 5%

The Medium Run (1987-89)

Beyond 1986, the quality of relations will depend most heavily upon the

degree of economic benefit both parties have reaped in the short run. Major

formative factors will include the condition of foreign debt repayment terms,

economic health, viability of countertrade, degree of inward or outward

orientation, internal stability, regime compatibility, changing comparative

economic advantage, political status of neighboring states, and status of

nuclear development programs. For hypothetical purposes, developments could be

covered under the following three scenarios, each with its formative

circumstances and approximate probability.

Scenario 1: ContLnuation of an essentially cooperative tone with subdued
competition (65% probability). Furthered chiefly by the establishment of
reliable measures of conflict resolution and confidence-building, regime
compatibility, resumption of economic growth, debt payment relief, and
sufficient short-term payoffs to keep both sides interested.L

Scenario 2: Upsurge of wariness edging toward hostility (25% probability).
'ost likely induced by the greatest threat to the relationship, poor management
of the pre-deterrence or pre-nuclear arms race dangers which have not yet been
directly addressed. Continuation of inattention to this issue in the short run
will increase the probability of this scenario as the decade continues.

Scenario 3: Acceleration of cooperation toward economic integration (1053
probability). A major qualitative change judged least likely because of
obstacles posed by political instability, insufficiently high levels of economic
complementarity, preferences for unilateral action, and habitually greater
attention paid to other partners.

RELEVANCE FOR AMERICAN POLICY

Political

1. Greater autonomy vis-a-vis the majcr powers would oe a prime motivator
for closer cooperation. Success in an atmosphere of "Latinamericanization".
could present the United States with broader anL more effective opposition on
issues such as debt, trade, and nuclear proliferation. Brazilian-Argentine
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agreement would be a major impetus toward the formation of a more effective
Latin American consensus on multilateral issues.

2. Stable and effective democratic government in Brazil and Argentina also
holds the constructive potential for encouraging stability, cooperation, and
evolutionary change in the Southern Cone as American influence there wanes or is
exercised elsewhere in Latin America.

3; Joint Brazllian-Argentine hegemony over the continent in a calculated
way is very unlikely, but their influence would expand there if exercised
jointly in a discreet way.

4. Closer cooperation with Argentina would tend to facilitate the growth

of Brazil's continental role and relieve it of a principal security concern.

Economic

1. Conditions of debt payment are important to the economic and political
well-being of both parties and to their mutual cooperation. A serious
deterioration of their economies or their ability to pay would threaten their
vulnerable democracies and tend to align them against the creditors. The
biggest downside risk is that, should Argentina and Brazil succeed together in
dictating repayment terms, other debtors would probably follow suit.

2. An Argentine raw materials for Brazilian manufactures arrangement would
cut into the U.S. sales of low and middle technology goods to Argentina, but
open up possibilities for U.S. firms in Brazil to eJ..and sales to Argentina.
Bilateral cooperation in third markets in Latin America would spread the same
effect to those countries, giving greater advantage to American firms in Brazil.

3. Marketing coordination in soybeans and beef is possible if cooperation
progresses further toward interdependence. L,

4. Should Argentina shift large wheat sales toward Brazil instead of the -"
Soviet Union, U.S. wheat sales would suffer more competition in Brazil but find
some openings in the Soviet Union.

Security

I. The quality of Brazilian-Argentine security relations, conv-:ntional and
later nuclear, will be the tone-setter for South American international
politics. The chief security concern for American policy will be management of
the nuclear proliferation issue. Some form of nuclear rivalry between these two
regional powers is more likely than really close collaboration, and is the major '
danger to local security by decade's end. Inadvertent crossing of the nuclear
threshold is a real possibility. Better political relations now can be extended
to the establishment of confidence-building measures and regional nuclear
safeguards in future years.

2. Deemphasis on local geopolitical issues, democratic governments,
revision of security doctrines, more independent foreign policies; and growing
tensions in South Africa and in Central America will pose greater obstacles to

p . . .. . . .w • " " " " , . . ; • - - , - - - -• .. , - , ; ,
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the cooperation of either party with the United States on South Atlantic
security issues.

3. Both governments, whether civilian or military, will view with concern
an expansion of subversive activity into neighboring countries, such as Bolivia,
and would be open to tacit cooperation with the United States against such a
threat. I°

V
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TABLE 1

The Growing Gap in Output Between Brazil and Argentina, 1960-1980

Population A"

(Millions)

1960 1970 1980

Brazil 72.3 93.3 119.0
Argentina 20.3 23.2 27.9
RATIO 3.6:1 4.0:1 4.3:1

Gross Domestic Product
(Billions of 1982 Dollars)

1960 1970 1980

Brazil $ 55.0 $100.O $229.0
Argentina 32.7 49.0 62.6
RATIO 1.7:1 2.0:1 3.7:1

Per Capita Domestic Product
(1982 Dollars)

1960 1970 1980
Brazil $ 761 $1078 $192.-
Argentina 1586 2065 2240
RATIO 1:2.1 1:1,9 1:1.2

Value Added to Economy by Manufacturing
(Billions of 1982 Dollars) ,

1960 1970 1980
Brazil $ 13.7 $ 26.7 $ 63.0
Argentina 8.0 13.2 15.5
RATIO 11.7:1 2.0:1 4.1:1

Gross Domestic Investment
(Billions of 1982 Dollars)

1960 1970 1980
Brazil $10.5 $ 22.7 $--2.7
Argentina 6.5 10.4 14.9
RATIO 1,6:1 2.2:1 3.5:1

Exports of Goods and Services ".

(Billions of 1982 Dollars)

1960 1970 1980
Brazil $ 3.7 $ 6.5 $ 12.8
Argentina 2.6 4.5 6.9
RATIO .4:1 1.4:1 1.9:1

5,ýu rcee inter-American Development Bank. Economic and Social Progress i,
La:in America, 1984 Report: Econonmic Intezra:iOn (Washington, DC:
":.'. , 9- Statistical A~pendiX:.
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TABLE 2

International Cooperation Preferences of Publics
in Argentina and Brazil, May 1981

Question: "Our country as a nation has certain interests. With which countries
of the world should we work most closely to advance and improve ourselves?"

Hierarchy of Preferences of Hierarchy of Preferences of
Argentine Respondents Brazilian Respondents

United States 62% United States 42%
Japan 52 Japan 13
West Germany 37 West Germany 13
Arab Countries 31 USSR 12
USSR 28 France 10
United Kingdom 28 ARGENTINA 9
BRAZIL 27 United Kingdom 7
Venezuela 27 Arab Countries 6
Frarce 26 Venezuela 6
Mexico 22 Cuba 3
Cuba 19 Mexico 2

Source: Foreign Opinion Note of June 26, 1981, Office of Research, United States
Information Agency, Washington, DC.

Observations: This pre-Falklands conflict sample of public opinion, commissioned
from Gallup Sud by USIA, casts some rare survey research light on Brazilian-
Argentine mutual images, at least in urban areas. It is interesting to note
that three times the proportion of Argentines saw Brazil as a worthwhile partner
for progress than the other way around. In each, slightly more preferred cooperation
with t6e USSR to cooperation with their neighbor. Yet the two saw each other about
on a par with France and the United Kingdom as partners. The greater relative
isolationism of Brazilian opinion, expressed in lower percentages advocating
cooperation with any partner, is perhaps reflective of a "big country" mindset.

In the same survey, when asked which are the most conflictful countries in South
America, only 6,% of the Argentines polled cited Brazil as first choice, while 27%
cited Chile, and 9% cited Argentina itself. Of Brazilians polled, 11% cited
Ar2entina as first choice, followed by Peru (10''). These statistics do not show
necative mutual public opinion climates.
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TABLE 3

Absolute Value of Brazilian-Argentine-Trade Turnover, 1973-83

(Expressed in Millions of'Current U.S. Dollars)

2000

1900

1800

1700

1600

1500

1300

= 1-000

-I

- 11-00

1000

900

00

-.4

700

603 I

500

0 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 40 81 82 83

.:)Lr--t.on of Trade yearbooks, International Monetary Fund, 1980 and 1984.

":[':2(n from totals for Brazil.)

!
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